THE YARDS | PROPOSED SITE FEATURES AND PROGRAM ELEMENTS

SITE FEATURE
1. BIO-HEDGE HABITAT MOUNDS
2. NURSERY + ARBORETUM
3. STORMWATER DEMONSTRATION GARDENS
4. RIVER WATER PUMP
5. THE WETLAND
6. RIVER AMPHITHEATER
7. NATURE PLAY
8. THE CANYONS
9. LAND BRIDGE
10. THE ROUND HOUSE
11. RIVER OUTFALL
12. ELYSIAN BRIDGE
13. MIRADOR
14. PRAO
15. VIEWING PLATFORM
16. RIVER STEPS
17. TAYLOR BOARDWALK
18. PLANTED EDGE ARMATURE
19. TAYLOR YARD PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE

4.5 ACRES OF PROPOSED BUILDING FOOTPRINT

1. PARK OFFICE/RANGER STATION*
2. KAYAK LAUNCH/CAFE
3. RECREATIONAL CAMPING + RESTROOMS
4. YOUTH ENRICHMENT CENTER
5. CALE
6. RESEARCH BUILDING**
7. MUSEUM / CULTURAL CENTER*
8. PUBLIC FACILITY (PARKING BELOW)*
9. RESTAURANT
10. KAYAK LAUNCH/CAFE/KIOSK

RIVER PARK APARTMENTS
SOTOMAYOR LEARNING ACADEMIES
LOS ANGELES RIVER GREENWAY TRAIL

SAN FERNANDO ROAD
RIVERSIDE DRIVE
PICO AVE
611 BOWIE PARCEL